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Abstract
We study the M-theory five-brane wrapped around the Seiberg-Witten curves for
pure classical and exceptional groups given by an integrable system. Generically, the
D4-branes arise as cuts that collapse to points after compactifying the eleventh dimen-
sion and going to the semiclassical limit, producing brane configurations of NS5- and
D4-branes with N = 2 gauge theories on the world volume of the four-branes. We
study the symmetries of the different curves to see how orientifold planes are related
to the involutions needed to obtain the distinguished Prym variety of the curve. This
explains the subtleties encountered for the Sp(2n) and SO(2n+1). Using this method
we investigate the curves for exceptional groups, especially G2 and E6, and show that
unlike for classical groups taking the semiclassical ten dimensional limit does not re-
duce the cuts to D4-branes. For G2 we find a genus two quotient curve that contains
the Prym and has the right properties to describe the G2 field theory, but the invo-
lutions are far more complicated than the ones for classical groups. To realize them
in M-theory instead of an orientifold plane we would need another object, a kind of
curved orientifold surface.
1 Introduction
In the last years, D-brane techniques have proven useful in helping to understand the strong
coupling behavior of four dimensional gauge theories with N = 2 [1, 2] and N = 1 [3, 4, 5]
supersymmetries; for a review and more comprehensive list of references see [6]. The N = 2
supersymmetric Type IIA brane configurations consisting of NS five-branes and D4-branes
can be understood as coming from the M-theory five-brane after compactification of one
dimension [2]. The M5-brane world volume is given by IR4 × Σ, where Σ is the Seiberg-
Witten curve holomorphically embedded in IR4. N=2 theories with classical gauge groups
and matter in the fundamental, symmetric and antisymmetric representations have been
studied in this context [7, 8, 9]. Models with exceptional gauge groups and more general
matter representations have not been discussed. Even though F-theory provides a framework
where exceptional groups can be investigated at strong string coupling [10, 11] it is not clear
whether generalized Chan-Paton factors can generate theories with D-branes and exceptional
groups at weak coupling [12, 13].
Nevertheless, given that we know the Seiberg-Witten curves for exceptional groups from
the integrable systems [14, 15] a natural question to ask is what happens if we wrap the
M-theory brane on such a curve. The purpose of this paper is to investigate what those
configurations will reproduce after compactification to ten dimensions. And if the brane
description of N = 2 gauge theories breaks down for the exceptional groups, to understand
why.
Furthermore, finding a brane construction for SO groups with spinors would be specially
interesting since Seiberg dual pairs containing spinors are known [16, 17] and they should
correspond to some embedding in string theory. A natural way to combine these issues would
be to investigate E6 and its breaking to SO(10). Thus it would be important to understand
gauge theories with exceptional groups within the brane context.
We start from a Seiberg-Witten curve for pure gauge groups, known from integrable Toda
systems [14] and wrap a M5-brane around it. We investigate what parts of the curve will
produce the NS5- and D4-branes in the ten dimensional limit. We obtain a well defined
procedure for constructing brane diagrams, explaining some subtleties in the literature en-
countered especially for symplectic and odd orthogonal groups. Using these methods we can
try to apply them to exceptional groups. We discuss how the configuration obtained from
an exceptional curve after compactifying to ten dimensions is fundamentally different from
the ones for classical groups and why it does not seem to give a world volume gauge theory.
The reasons boil down to the fact that the branch cuts, which for classical groups will reduce
to D4-branes in ten dimensions, will not do so for the exceptional groups. Also, for the uni-
tary, orthogonal and symplectic groups the curve of genus = rank(G) whose Jacobian is the
distinguished Prym variety can easily be obtained as a quotient by ZZ2 involutions. These
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involutions can be naturally realized in the ten dimensional brane picture as projections by
orientifold planes. For exceptional groups this is not possible.
We will focus on G2 because it allows us to understand certain features unique to excep-
tional groups without being overly complicated. We are able to find the genus two subvariety
of the G2 curve that contains the Prym, but the symmetries involved cannot be described
as orientifold planes in ten dimensions. Instead we find that we would need a new kind of
object in M-theory, which seems to be a curved orientifold surface.
After reviewing some preliminaries we show in section 3 the relation between D4-branes
and branch cuts of the Seiberg-Witten curves. In section 4 we investigate the role played by
the symmetries of the curve and how they will help to determine the brane configurations
in ten dimensions. In section 6 we apply the previous results to the G2 and E6 theories and
state our conclusions in section 7.
2 Preliminaries
Four dimensional N=2 gauge theories arise in Type IIA context when we consider a five-
brane with a world volume given by IR4×Σ, where Σ is the Seiberg-Witten Riemann surface
embedded in a four dimensional space [18]. This picture can be reinterpreted in M-theory
[2] by considering an eleventh dimension x10, taken to be periodic: x10 ∼ x10 + 2piR. The
Riemann surface is now embedded in IR3 × S1. Taking the radius R to zero, i.e. going to
ten dimensions, the M-theory five-brane produces a Type IIA configuration of NS5- and
D4-branes. The NS5-brane is the M5-brane on IR10×S1, whose world volume is located at a
point in S1 and thus spans a six dimensional manifold in IR10. The D4-brane is the M5-brane
wrapped over S1; its world volume projects to a five dimensional manifold.
The ten-dimensional brane configurations consist of D4-branes stretched in between NS5-
branes and possibly some D6-branes and orientifold four- and six-planes, depending on the
Riemann surface chosen. Following the standard conventions we will consider NS five-branes
with world volume along x0, x1....x5 and located at x7 = x8 = x9 = 0 and at an arbitrary
value of x6. The D4-branes O4-planes extend along x0, x1, x2, x3, x6 but the four-branes are
finite (of length L6) in the x
6 direction. They live (classically) at a point in x4, x5 and
they are located at x7 = x8 = x9 = 0. Orientifold six-planes and D6-branes extend along
x0, x1, x2, x3, x7, x8, x9.
N = 2 supersymmetry demands that the four-dimensional space IR3 × S1 where the
Riemann surface Σ lives on should be complex. Moreover, Σ has to be holomorphically
embedded in it with respect to coordinates v and t, defined as
v = x4 + ix5
s = (x6 + ix10)/R
2
t = exp(−s). (1)
The vector multiplets of the D4-brane world volume field theory originate from the chiral
antisymmetric tensor field living on the M-theory five brane. If Σ is a compact1 Riemann
surface of genus n the zero-modes of the antisymmetric tensor give n abelian gauge fields.
The low energy effective action of these fields is determined by the Seiberg-Witten differential
λSW and α and β-cycles of Σ. In particular, the couplings of the gauge fields are determined
by the periods
∫
α λSW and
∫
β λSW , i.e. the Jacobian J(Σ) of the Riemann surface.
There is a correspondence between Seiberg-Witten curves and integrable systems [19, 20,
14, 21, 22, 23]. In [14] Martinec and Warner showed that the relevant curve for a N = 2 pure
SYM theory with gauge group G arises as the spectral curve of a periodic Toda lattice for the
dual affine Lie algebra g∨ of the group G. In a Toda system the powers 1/t of the spectral
parameter appear at a grade related to the Coxeter number of the group, hg. Martinec and
Warner observed that in the N = 2 SYM theories the instanton generated term µ/t appears
at a grade 2h∨
g
, h∨
g
being the dual Coxeter number. For non-simply laced groups h∨
g
6= hg
and thus we should relate N = 2 Yang Mills theories to the Toda curve for the corresponding
dual affine algebra. For simply laced groups the distinction is irrelevant. The dual Coxeter
numbers are listed in the following table:
group G SU(n) SO(2n) Sp(2n) SO(2n + 1) G2 E6
h∨
g
n+ 1 2n− 1 n+ 1 2n− 2 4 12
In gauge theory the µ parameter sets the quantum scale: µ ∼ Λ2hg∨ , where Λ is the
energy scale of the theory.
The curves obtained in [14] and [15] are2:
SU(n) : t+ µ/t− (vn + u2vn−2 + · · ·+ un) = 0
SO(2n) : v2(t+ µ/t)− (v2n + u2v2(n−1) + · · ·+ u2n−2v2 + u2n) = 0
SO(2n + 1) : v(t+ µ/t)− (v2n + u2v2(n−1) + · · ·+ u2n) = 0
Sp(2n) : (t+ µ/t)2 − v2(v2n + u2v2(n−1) + · · ·+ u2n) = 0
G2 : 3(t− µ/t)2 + 2(t+ µ/t)[u2v2 − 3v4]− v8 + 2u2v6 − u22v4 + u6v2 = 0
E6 : x
3(t+ µ/t− u12)2 − 2(t+ µ/t− u12)q15(v)− 1x3 [q215(v)− p210(v)r10(v)],
(2)
where ui denotes the i:th order invariant of the group and q15(v), p10(v) and r10(v) are
polynomials of degrees 15, 10 and 10, respectively.
1In the case of five branes and four branes suspended between them the curve Σ is actually not compact,
but can be compactified by adding points, see [2].
2Note that there is a mistake in the original paper for the Sp(2n). The curve listed here is the one
obtained from the Lax matrix for the twisted affine algebra of Sp(2n).
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3 Branes and Branch Cuts
We want to identify what parts of the curves will produce the NS5- and D4-branes when we
compactify to ten dimensions. To be more precise, we will also need to take a semiclassical
limit to obtain the usual brane configurations. Recall that µ ∼ Λ2hg∨ . Thus from the four
dimensional gauge theory point of view the classical limit Λ→ 0 implies taking µ→ 0. On
the other hand, in string theory the classical limit is obtained by letting the gauge coupling
g → 0 at the same time as gs → 0 and L6/ls → 0. Since the radius of the eleventh dimension
is R10 = gsls the semiclassical limit implies also taking R10 → 0.
To see where the Type IIA branes originate from we consider a curve Σ defined by
equation F (t, v) = 0. For simplicity we will first take F to be of second order in t
F (t, v) = A(v)t2 +B(v)t + C(v) = 0 (3)
It was argued in [2] that this curve represents two NS5-branes with k D4-branes suspended
in between them (k being the degree of B(v)) and that the degrees of A(v) and C(v) give the
number of semi-infinite D4-branes extending to the left and to the right of the leftmost and
rightmost five brane respectively. Following this approach different suggestions for brane
configurations of SO(n) and Sp(2n) groups were made [8, 7]. While this approach works well
for SU(n) there are some subtleties in the case of other gauge groups. We will show that
from the M-theory point of view the D4-branes correspond to the branch cuts of Σ viewed
as a double cover (or n-fold cover if F (t, v) is of degree n in t) of the v-plane. The two
sheets of the double cover form the two NS5-branes, connected by the branch cuts. In the
R10 → 0 limit this coincides with Witten’s description of the classical positions of the D4-
branes. The subtleties encountered in the constructions of brane configurations for SO(n)
and Sp(2n) groups [7, 8, 24, 25, 26] can be easily explained in this way.
By solving for s in (3)
s = −R log
(
−1
2
B(v)± 1
2
√
B(v)2 − 4A(v)C(v)
)
(4)
we see that the branch points of s are located on the v-plane at ∆ = B(v)2−4A(v)C(v) = 0.
If we go around any of the branch points we will find a discontinuity in the phase of t (thus
in x10) whenever we cross a branch cut. Therefore, it is the cuts in the v plane that produce
the wrapping around the x10 direction. This can be seen explicitly for example in Figures 1
ans 2 where we plot the real and imaginary parts of s for SU(4), with A(v) = 1, C(v) = µ
and B(v) = P4(v; ui). For examples of other groups see Figures 3–8.
We can now identify the number and position of the cuts of Σ with the number and
positions of the D4-branes. More precisely, it is the cuts in the semiclassical, ten dimensional
limit µ→ 0, R10 → 0 that are the D4-branes. Therefore, a requirement to have well defined
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Figure 1: SU(4) real part. The moduli
have been chosen so that all the branch
points pi are located in the real v-axis x
4.
The different types of lines represent the
two sheets.
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Figure 2: SU(4) imaginary part. The point
in between p4 and p5 where x
10 jumps 2pi
is not a branch point but an artifact of the
periodicity of x10. For clarity, the plot is
taken at small fixed imaginary part for v.
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Figure 3: SO(4) real part.
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curves.
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Figure 8: Sp(4) imaginary part for the two-
fold cover curve.
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D4-branes in ten dimensions is that each branch cut collapses to a point. Again using SU(n)
as an example, we see that in the µ→ 0 limit the discriminant ∆ = B2n+1(v)−4µ becomes a
perfect square, each pair of branch points degenerates to a point, the branch cut disappears
and we recover Witten’s description of the position of the D4-branes as the zeroes of Bn+1(v).
The same thing happens for all other classical groups as well. This can be seen by examining
their ∆’s listed in the following table:
group G ∆ # cuts = 1
2
# b.p. genus of Σ
SU(n + 1) Bn+1(v)
2 − 4µ n+ 1 n
SO(2n) Bn(v
2)2 − 4µv4 2n 2n− 1
SO(2n+ 1) Bn(v
2)2 − 4µv2 2n 2n− 1
Sp(2n) Bn(v
2)(v2Bn(v
2)− 2µ) 2n+ 1 2n
However, as we will see in section 6 the behaviour of the exceptional curves in this limit is
very different.
3.1 Multiple NS5-branes and product gauge groups
When F (t, v) is of second order in t identifying how the sheets combine to form NS5-branes
was rather straightforward. The only subtlety being that the five branes should not “cross”
each other in the x6-direction at the branch points to avoid confusion on which brane is on
the left and which on the right.
For higher number of NS5-branes the situation is more complicated: we can always
determine the number of sheets and number of cuts, but trying to identify which sheets are
connected by which cuts depends crucially on how we choose the phases at each cut. Take
for example the three-fold cover curve that describes the product group SU(n)×SU(m) with
bi-fundamental matter (see Fig. 9 for n = m = 2):
t3 + t2
(
Bn(v) +
µm
µn
)
+ t
(
Bm(v)
µm
µn
+ µn
)
+
µ2m
µn
= 0,
here µj is the scale of SU(j) gauge group.
The branch points are still of second order (they connect only two sheets), but choosing
the phases in a globally consistent way can be somewhat complicated. However, there is an
additional piece of information we can use, namely the asymptotic behaviour of the sheets as
v →∞. Looking at the curve for large, small and middle values of t we see that they behave
as ln v2, ln v−2 and constant at large v. This means that the effective number of four-branes
attached to each five-brane should be 2,−2 and 0, respectively, where D4-branes on the left
count as positive and on the right as negative. The classical limit now corresponds to taking
µn, µm → 0 separately for each group. In other words we first decouple for example the
second factor by µn
µm
→ ∞, giving ∆ ∼ Bn(v)2 − 4µn, and then take µn → 0 to localize the
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Figure 9: SU(2)×SU(2) with bi-fundamental matter
D4-branes at the zeroes of Bn(v). Similarly for the SU(m) factor. This reduces the curve to
the usual ten dimensional brane configuration of a product of groups, studied for example
in [27].
Before examining other gauge groups in detail we will discuss the role of the symmetries
of the curves and how they will translate to orientifolds in the brane pictures.
4 Symmetries and Orientifolds
In most cases the curves given by the Toda-system have genus much higher than the rank
of the group — only for SU(n + 1) with Lax-matrix in the fundamental representation do
they agree. So in addition to finding the differential λSW , one needs to choose rank(G) α
and β-cycles and thus pick out the physically relevant rank(G)-dimensional subvariety of the
Jacobian [14]. This sub-variety is called the preferred Prym. It is the same for all curves
that correspond to the same gauge group, regardless of the representation of the Lax-matrix.
Also, the curves have natural Weyl group actions acting on them. This induces symmetries
on the cycles and differentials and therefore on the Jacobian. The preferred Prym variety is
then the part of the Jacobian which corresponds to the reflection representation of the Weyl
group.
For most gauge groups it is possible to find explicitly a genus n curve for which the
Jacobian is just the Prym variety. These curves are obtained from the original ones as
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quotients by certain symmetries, see for example [28] for explicit constructions. The physics
of the N = 2 SW gauge theory for the quotient curve is the same as the for the original
curve.
It is natural to assume that the ten-dimensional brane picture should inherit the sym-
metries of the curve we wrap the M5-brane on. Because the symmetries originate from the
Weyl group action we should see that action on the brane diagram. For SU(n + 1) this
does not give us anything new: the curve already has genus n and the Weyl group acts by
permuting the D4-branes. But for other gauge groups we can use this to determine what
the brane configuration should be.
The curves of orthogonal and symplectic groups have only ZZ2 symmetries. The SO(2n)
and Sp(2n) curves (2) are both invariant under the involutions
σ1 : v → −v (5)
σ2 : t→ µ/t.
Sp(2n) has also an additional symmetry
σ3 : t→ −t. (6)
SO(2n+1) curve on the other hand is left invariant only under σ2 and the combination σ1σ3.
If we rescale t by
t =
√
µ exp[−(x6 + ix10)/R ] (7)
we see that σ2 corresponds to x
6 → −x6, x10 → −x10 and σ3 to a shift in x10 coordinate:
x10 → x10 + ipiR. These symmetries can be implemented to the ten dimensional brane
diagrams by adding an orientifold [29]. There are two possibilities: either an O4-plane
acting on the coordinates as
O4 : (x4, x5, x7, x8, x9, x10)→ (−x4,−x5,−x7,−x8,−x9,−x10) (8)
or an O6-plane
O6 : (x4, x5, x6, x10)→ (−x4,−x5,−x6,−x10). (9)
The action of the O6 in the v and s coordinates is exactly the combined symmetry σ1σ2,
whereas the O4 acts only as σ1. With only two NS5-branes there is not much difference
whether we will us an O4 or an O6, but with more then two NS5-branes there are problems
associated to the charge of the O4 — it should change sign whenever the orientifold passes a
five-brane [29]. Moreover, if we require that the orientifold projection should be equivalent
to taking the quotient with respect to all the symmetries of the curve we find that the O6 is
more natural.
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4.1 Orientifold planes in M-theory
The reason why the O6 symmetries are related to the symmetries of the curves becomes
more clear when we look at their eleven dimensional origin — they are certain types of
singularities in M-theory [30, 32, 31]. Away from the singularity the complex structure of
these spaces can be given by
xy = µv2k, (10)
where 2k is the RR-charge of the orientifold and µ the parameter that sets the gauge theory
scale: µ ∼ Λ2h∨g ; x, y ∼ Λ2h∨g+k. When the charge 2k is negative (10) describes a complex
structure of the Atiyah-Hitchin space. The interpretation for the positive charge is less clear.
Recall that adding to the gauge theory hypermultiplets in the fundamental representation
corresponds to modifying the singularity structure by introducing D6-branes:
xy = Λ2h
∨
g v2k−Nf
Nf∏
i
(v −mi). (11)
Thus the positively charged O6 resembles k D6-branes stuck in the origin, but with a singu-
larity that can not be resolved.
The gauge theory curves of classical groups can now be described by the following equa-
tions:
SU(n+ 1) : x+ y − Pn+1(v) = 0, 2k = 0
SO(2n) : x+ y − P2n(v2) = 0, 2k = 4
SO(2n+ 1) : x+ y − P2n(v2) = 0, 2k = 2
Sp(2n) : (x+ y)2 − P2n(v2) = 0, 2k = −2
(12)
After using (10) to solve for x and defining y = tvk we get the curves listed in (2). Note that
here the SO(2n + 1) curve is symmetric under v → −v, only the scaling of y changes that.
Also, the charge of the orientifold is not absolutely determined. For SO(2n+ 1) we could as
well have written 2k = 4 and x+ y − vP2n(v2) = 0.
5 Orthogonal and Symplectic Groups
The brane diagram for SO(2n) is easily determined. As we have seen, the symmetries of
the curve are exactly those of O6. The ten dimensional configuration of branes consists
of two NS5-branes, an orientifold six-plane in the origin and 2n D4-branes symmetrically
on each side of x6-axis. In addition, we see from Figure 3 that the NS5-branes extend to
infinity in the x4 due to bending caused by the orientifold. Those can be interpreted as
two semi-infinite D4-branes on each side, located at x4 = 0. The O6-plane effectively mods
out all the symmetries, leaving only the physically significant part. In the original curve
CSO(2n) : v2(t+µ/t)+P2n(v2) = 0 this amounts to defining new variables u = v(t−µ/t) and
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ξ = v2, giving the genus n surface where the Prym lives:
C′SO(2n) : ξu2 = Pn(ξ)2 − 4µξ2. (13)
Note that we can not wrap the M-theory five-brane directly on this reduced curve and still
get the same world volume gauge theory. The reason is that to get the correct gauge group
we need the orientifold to project out part of the Chan-Paton factors.
The SO(2n + 1) is a bit more complicated. As mentioned in the previous section, there
are two equivalent descriptions: one with O6 of charge 2k = 2 and CSO(2n+1) : v(t + µ/t)−
P2n(v
2) = 0 and the other with a charge 4 orientifold and slightly different polynomial
CSO(2n+1) : v2(t+ µ/t)− vP2n(v2) = 0. The former would describe a brane diagram with one
semi-infinite D4-brane on each side of the five-branes at v = 0 and nothing between them.
The latter has also an extra D4-brane sitting on top of the orientifold, extending all the
way to plus and minus infinity. So effectively this is the same as the SO(2n) configuration
but with one D4 in the origin v = 0, between the five-branes, making it a total of 2n + 1
D4-branes. This is the configuration suggested also in [8]. In both cases, as for SO(2n), the
semi-infinite branes do not represent matter but are a result of the bending of the M5-brane
in the presence of the orientifold. The genus n quotient curve is very similar to that of
SO(2n):
C′SO(2n+1) : ξy2 = Pn(ξ)2 − 4µξ, (14)
where y = t− µ/t and ξ = v2.
The Sp(2n) curve differs from the curves of all other classical groups in that it is of
fourth order in t, meaning that we should have a brane configuration with four NS5-branes.
However, looking at the symmetries of and restricting to the physically significant part we
can argue that only two NS5-branes are needed in ten dimensions.
Recall that the curve had an additional symmetry σ3 : t → −t. Because this leaves the
curve intact the effective period of x10 is 2piR˜ = piR. Therefore instead of t we should use
t˜ = µ exp(−(x6 + ix10)/R˜) = t2
as the variable of the curve. This gives
t˜+ µ2/t˜+ 2µ− v2P2n = 0, (15)
where the remaining symmetries σ1 and σ2 can be realized as the action of an O6. Taking
the quotient with respect to these gives the genus n curve:
C′Sp(2n) : r2 = ξPn(ξ)(ξPn(ξ)− 4µ),
where r = t˜− µ2/t˜. This curve is hyperelliptic, unlike the one we started from.
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Solving the Sp(2n) curve (2) for t˜ we get,
t˜ =
1
2
[
v2Pn(v
2)− 2µ± v
√
Pn(v2)(v2Pn(v2)− 4µ)
]
.
The point at v = 0 is not a branch point. Even though there is only one solution at that
point, t˜ = −µ, going around it does not produce a jump in the phase. This implies that
there is no wrapping around the x10 direction and therefore no D4-brane. At this point the
curve is singular since ∂F (v, t˜)/∂v|v=0 = ∂F (v, t˜)/∂t˜|t˜=−µ = 0. Thus, the two sheets will be
connected at v = 0 but this does not correspond to a dynamical D4-brane but to a singularity
of the curve. But there are still 2n + 1 branch cuts. The one on the middle (see Fig. 7)
comes from the factor (v2Pn(v
2) − 2µ) and will in the µ → 0 limit collapse to a D4-brane
stuck in the origin. This differs from the straightforward interpretation of the zeroes of the
polynomials as the positions of the branes, which would give either 2n+2 D4-branes, none of
them at the origin, or 2n branes plus two branes on the origin. For the latter case, however,
one needs to take a curve that does not come from the integrable system [8].
As for SO(2n+1) we could have gotten the two-fold cover curve (15) for Sp(2n) directly
from the M-theory curves (12) by choosing a differently charged orientifold 2k = −4 and
another polynomial x+ y − P2n(v2) + 2µv−2 = 0. But then x and y would scale like Λ2h∨g−2
and we would need to introduce the term 2µv−2 by hand. Therefore we think that the
Sp(2n) curves in M-theory must be of second order in x, y and consequently of fourth order
in t, but the corresponding ten-dimensional brane diagram can be described with only two
NS5-branes.
6 Branes and the Curves for G2 and E6
Now we can proceed to wrap the M-theory five brane on the Toda curve of exceptional groups
and use the techniques developed in the previous sections to investigate what happens in
the ten dimensional limit. We will study G2 in detail and after that make brief comments
on E6.
6.1 G2
The G2 curve is
CG2 : 3[t+ µ/t]2 + 2v2A2(v2)[t + µ/t]− v2B6(v2)− 12µ = 0, (16)
where A2(v
2) = u2 − 3v2 and B6(v2) = v6 − 2u2v4 + u22v2 − u6. It has genus 11 and it is of
fourth order in t. Unlike for Sp(2n) there apparently is no symmetry that would allow us to
find a two fold cover curve which is equivalent from the ten dimensional point of view. To
see this, we first find the quotient curve C′G2 that contains the Prym variety.
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The obvious symmetries of CG2 are σ1 and σ2 in (5). We could obtain a double cover
curve by taking the quotient with respect to these, but the resulting curve has genus one —
too small to contain the Prym. There is a third symmetry though:
σG : t+ µ/t→ −[t+ µ/t+ 2
3
v2A2(v
2)]. (17)
Therefore, good variables are the ones invariant under the combined action of σ1, σ2 and σG:
ξ = v2, z = v[t + µ/t+
1
3
v2A2(v
2)]. (18)
They give a genus two curve [28]
C′G2 : 9z2 − ξ
(
3ξB3(ξ) + ξ
2A1
2(ξ) + 36µ
)
= 0 (19)
which is hyperelliptic even when the original curve was not3. This curve is not the same as the
hyperelliptic curve proposed for G2 in [33, 34], whose physical validity was later questioned
in [35]. Furthermore, it can be checked that the discriminant of the reduced curve ∆C′ is the
same as the quantum discriminant ∆q of G2 field theory calculated in [35]:
∆q = µ∆
2
−
∆2+
∆± = −4u6u23 + 27u62 ∓ 32u24√µ± 216u2u6√µ− 144u22µ∓ 6912µ3/2. (20)
It does differ from the discriminant of the original four-fold cover curve CG2
∆C = µ(u6
2 − 16u22µ)∆3−∆3+
by a prefactor, which was argued in [35] to correspond to an unphysical singularity.
In the previous section we saw that for Sp(2n) the original spectral curve is also of fourth
order in t but it has a symmetry t → −t which allows us to define t˜ = t2. This is equal
to a rescaling of the period of the eleventh coordinate x10 and thus will not show in the
ten dimensional brane diagram. Clearly, considering the symmetries of the G2 curve, no
scaling of x10 will able us to find a two fold cover equivalent to (16). So if we want to
construct a brane diagram for this theory it would have to originate from the four fold cover
curve CG2 and therefore have four NS5-branes. We are going to investigate whether such a
configuration makes sense and if it does not, why. Also, we want to understand how it would
differ from the brane configurations for product gauge groups.
The branch points of the curve are located at the zeroes of
P8(v) = 3B6(v)v
2 + A2(v)
2v4 + 36µ = 0 (21)
3The remark made in [36] on the possibility of writing the Picard-Fuchs equations for G2 with the help
of elliptic differential operators is no doubt a signal of this.
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t3
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Figure 10: G2 curve as a four fold cover of the v plane.
and v2[3B6(v) + 2v
2A2(v)
2 ± 2A2(v)
√
P8(v) ] = 0, which is equivalent to
v2P±6 (v) = v
2[B6(v)± 4√µA2(v)] = 0. (22)
Note that as for Sp(2n) the v = 0 is not a branch point but a singularity of the curve.
The two sets of branch points have very different characteristics. The global behavior of the
cuts is a complicated issue. Fortunately, for our purposes it suffices to study some general
features.
We now solve (16) for t as a function of v and label the sheets t1, t2, t3 and t4. For any
point v0 satisfying P8(v0) = 0 we see that t1(v0) = t2(v0) and t3(v0) = t4(v0). Therefore, for
each pair of branch points coming from (21) there will be one tube connecting the t1 and t2
sheets and a second tube connecting the t3 and t4 sheets at the same value of v = v0, giving
a total of eight cuts (see Figure 10). The branch points satisfying (22) give rise to six branch
cuts that join either t1 and t4 ( P
−
6 (v) = 0) or t2 and t3 ( P
+
6 (v) = 0 ). Unlike the previous
case each cut corresponds to only one tube joining a pair of sheets.
If we identify the cuts with D4-branes we immediately see why this configuration is
different from a product group: for product groups the positions of branes between different
pairs of NS5-branes are not related. The D4-branes between the kth and the (k + 1)th NS5-
branes are free to move independently of the position of the branes between the (k + 1)th
and the (k + 2)th NS5-brane. For the G2 four fold cover for any value of the moduli the
branch cuts between t1 and t2 have to be located at the same (x
4, x5) position as the cuts
connecting t3 and t4. A similar thing happens for the brane configuration of SO(2n) with
matter in the symmetric representation [9], as a result of the orientifold six-plane in the
middle. Moreover, because G2 has only two moduli the positions of P8-cuts depend in some
way on the positions of the cuts that originate from P±6 . Even classically, if we follow the
prescription of identifying the number of branes with zeroes of the polynomials, we run into
trouble. We would obtain a configuration with four NS5-branes, three D4-branes in the
outermost columns and eight in the middle one. Seemingly, this describes a theory with
Sp(2)× SO(8)× Sp(2) gauge group, but the curve only contains two moduli and one scale,
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µ, and therefore can not describe a product gauge group.
A serious complication is that not all the cuts collapse to points when we go to ten
dimensions, which was the requirement of having a well defined classical ten dimensional
limit. All the cuts coming from the polynomials P±6 (22) and one cut from (21) have the
desired behaviour when µ→ 0, but the remaining three cuts do not. Therefore it seems that
starting from the curve (16) it is not possible to get a ten dimensional brane configuration
with G2 field theory on the world volume.
If we try to construct a curve such that at least the discriminant would have same zeroes
as the discriminant of the G2 field theory, and also would have a well defined ten dimensional
limit we will also encounter problems. For example, consider
2A2(v
2)v2(t+ µ/t)− B6(v2) = 0, (23)
which amounts to sending the outermost NS5-branes to infinity. The branch points are at
P−6 P
+
6 = 0 and the discriminant of the curve is (u6
2 − 16u22µ)∆−∆+. Now the cuts will
collapse to points, creating a brane configuration with two NS5-branes and six four branes
between them, four semi-infinite D4-branes on each side (two of them located at v = 0) and
an O6 in the middle. The semi-infinite branes do not generate hypermultiplets since there are
no free moduli associated to any of them. The discriminant is the correct G2 discriminant,
modulo an unphysical factor, but we cannot obtain the G2 Prym from it. The Jacobians
of the new curve and CG2 can not be the the same because there is no way of getting the
correct genus two curve from (23) by taking the quotient with respect to the symmetries
— C′G2 in (19) depends only on the polynomial P8(v), not on P±6 . Therefore, even if this
brane configuration does have some of the characteristics of a G2 it can not contain all the
information needed. We interpret these findings as an indication that it is not possible to
have a weakly coupled Type IIA brane configuration that will reproduce a G2 gauge theory.
Nevertheless, in the spirit of our previous examples we would like to implement the
symmetries directly in M-theory to isolate the physically significant part of the curve. In
order to get the correct gauge groups in the D4 world-volume gauge theory one has to project
out part of the Chan-Paton degrees of freedom. For all other groups we have studied so far
these projections were equivalent to modding out the symmetries of the curve, to find the
genus n part that contains the Prym. For G2 the symmetries σ1 and σ2 can be realized as an
O6, but since this gives a curve with genus one instead of two, it is not enough. We would
need to implement also the new symmetry (17).
The transformation σG does square to identity, but it does not admit an interpretation as
an orientifold plane in terms of the coordinates t and v. In order to realize this symmetry we
would need not an orientifold plane but a more complicated object in M-theory, which would
live in the invariant locus t+µ/t+ 1
3
v2A2(v) = 0 of the transformation σG. This seems to be a
kind of curved orientifold surface. After a coordinate transformation to z defined in (18) σG
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reads z
v
→ − z
v
, which is the symmetry of an ordinary orientifold plane. However, after this
transformation the O6 plane which corresponds to symmetries σ1, σ2 will turn into a curved
surface. It would be interesting to see if it is possible to construct a M-theory background,
like the Atiyah-Hitchin space for O6, that would realize all the symmetries σ2, σ2 and σG
simultaneously.
6.2 E6
The E6 curve presents many of the characteristics seen in G2. It is a genus 34 curve that
can be realized as a four-fold cover of the v-plane (2). The branch cuts of the curve have the
same behavior as in the G2 case. Namely, they do not collapse to points when compactifying
ten dimensions and thus will not describe D4-branes in this limit.
One of our original motivations was to examine the breaking of exceptional groups to
get matter in the spinor representation. It is perfectly possible to take a curve, write the
invariants ui of the bigger group in terms of the moduli of the group that it breaks into (for
explicit construction for E6 → SO(10)×U(1) see [37]) and recover in some limit of the moduli
space a new curve which describes a group with a specific matter content. Unfortunately,
as we have argued, there is no guarantee that the resulting curve will have a good limit in
weakly coupled Type IIA theory.
For E6 it is not known if a genus six curve that contains the Prym-Tjurin [28, 38] variety
can be constructed explicitly. Thus, we can only speculate that even more complicated object
than a curved orientifold would be needed in M-theory in order to obtain this subvariety.
7 Conclusions
We have seen that in the brane configurations for classical groups we can generically identify
D4-branes with branch cuts of the Seiberg-Witten curve Σ. The need to introduce O6 or
O4-planes to the brane configuration can be understood as the symmetries that have to be
quotioned out in order to obtain the physically significant curve that has the Prym variety
as its Jacobian.
We found several ways how the G2 Toda curve differs from those of the classical groups.
It does not have a well defined classical ten dimensional limit that would reduce the cuts
to D4-branes. We think it is not possible to find a brane configuration in weakly coupled
Type IIA string theory which would describe a G2 field theory on the D4 world-volume. The
situation for E6 is similar and even more complicated.
Moreover, the symmetries of the G2 curve can not be realized as orientifold planes.
Instead we would need, in addition to an O6 plane, a curved orientifold surface. It would be
interesting to see if it is possible to construct an M-theory background that would realize all
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the symmetries of G2 simultaneously.
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